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FROM	
  THE	
  PRESIDENT
Dear Valued Shareholders:
With the holidays upon us, and 2015 drawing
to a close, it’s a great time to look back at
this unforgettable year. I’d like to start by
telling you how much I appreciate each
member of the EBAC community and that I
recognize we wouldn’t be where we are
without the contributions made by each and
every one of our Shareholders. Thank you.
As you know, this past year was a year of
growth, change and transition. The Board of
Directors coupled with various Committees
and Management has taken on the
monumental tasks of addressing many of the
deferred projects that have overwhelmed the
EBAC community for several years. To date,
we have transformed our financial platform to
secure our reserve funds; we have all 19
budgeted infrastructure projects in various
stages of completion; our governing
documents are being refreshed; our
community footprint is expanding as we
partner with various organizations to
highlight and showcase our wonderful
building; among many other things. We are
all working harder and smarter today in the
best interest of moving the EBAC in more
successful directions.
Please refer to the “Shout-Out” column
where on a monthly basis we recognize
residents
and
employees
for
their

outstanding contributions. In that same vein,
we are continuing with the EBAC tradition of
our annual staff Holiday Fund in an effort to
say “thank you” for their services and
courtesies. The pink lockbox will be placed
in the lobby on November 23 through
January 7. Our goal is to have 100%
Shareholder participation!
Finally, please know that the Board and
Management are actively searching to find
the best candidate for a General Manager.
Enjoy this time with your friends and loved
ones. I could not be more excited about
what’s in store for next year, and for the
opportunity to work with all of you to make it
happen. In the meantime, if there is anything
I, or the Board can do for you, please don’t
hesitate to ask.
Hope to see you all at our annual Holiday
Party on December 6!
Salvatore Bondi

FROM	
  THE	
  SOCIAL	
  COMMITTEE	
  
Everyone likes a party, and our EBA Holiday
party will be here soon!
Sunday, December 6 is the date,
from 4 PM to 7 PM in the lobby.
Free to all residents. Guests welcome, adults
$10, children free.

Pianist Steven Solomon will play holiday
tunes, There will be Champagne and
Wassail and delicious appetizers to welcome
the season – maybe even a surprise!
Please sign up in the elevator lobby and join
in the festivities.

Shout-‐Outs	
  !! 	
  
	
  

Pat Anderson

August 2015
To the EBAC Infrastructure Committee and
Management:
Thank
you
for
your
collaborated efforts in pushing forward many
of the 2015 budgeted infrastructure (capital)
projects.	
  	
  

NEW	
  SHAREHOLDERS	
  
Cathy Shanley
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Roshan Mawani
1204
(Formerly 1802, 1901, 1902)
George & Debra Mac
126

	
  	
  	
  

September 2015
To the EBAC in-house painters, especially
Bob McAdow and Stan Ditchev, for always
being up to the challenge of refreshing our
home with a new coat of paint. Thank you!

	
  

Michael Jackson
(formerly 205)

609

Mrs. Cynthia &
Mr. Jean Joho 1802, 1901, 1902
Michael & Yvonne Gulli

October 2015
To the EBAC volunteers, Social Committee
Members, and dk Management Team
(including staff) for making Open House
Chicago a great success! Another great
team production! Thank you for your hard
work and dedication.

714

In	
  Memoriam	
  
Rea Festos (2014)
The following shareholders passed away in
2015.

November 2015
To the entire EBAC Staff for stepping in and
up during our period of general manager
transition. Thank you for continuing to treat
our home with great respect. We’re glad
you’re here!

Robert Bilhorn
Robert Nicolay
Raymond Craig
Paul Gonzales

Salvatore Bondi

Wallace Jungers

CATCH	
  THE	
  GREEN	
  LINE!	
  

Delbert Yarnell
Arthur J. Hausman, Jr.

One of the best reads in our
Building Link Library is the “Quick Guide to
Recycling & Reuse.” Daniel Simon recently
updated the list. Just go to “library” and
search for this helpful --and encouraging –
list.

A special note:
Bilhorn and Nicolay were WWII Navy Vets
Craig and Gonzalez were WWII Army Vets

Marilyn Halperin

Rosemarie Craig
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IN	
  CASE	
  YOU	
  WERE	
  WONDERING…	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

REMEMBERING	
  DEL	
  YARNELL	
  

Some of you may have wondered about the
topiaries on our terrace that have no specific
shape. That is due to their being in transition!
For instance, a resident requested that I
create a turtle. It takes two to three years to
clip a form. During a transition a topiary will
have needles going in all directions!

The President is dead. EBA residents fondly
remember Del Yarnell, our own Abe Lincoln,
who passed away in September at 87. Del
moved to EBA in 1994.

Karen Clausen

During the Depression, Del and his older
brother dug for wild potatoes and onions in
the Cook County forest preserves to
supplement the meager food at home.
In 1946 the Army ordered Del, just five
weeks a soldier, to complete his basic
training in occupied Japan. Volunteering to
be a medic, Del administered vaccinations
with only an afternoon's practice using a
syringe and an orange.

THE	
  NEW	
  ANNA	
  HELD	
  
As many In The Pink readers already know,
Beth Tenney’s florist shop celebrated the
opening of their new location further down
EBA’s arcade, with a lively open house on
Thursday, October 8th. If you were otherwise
engaged, or the wine and cookies did not
tempt you, then perhaps the following will get
you inside Beth’s new shop. Beth’s artistic
talents are not now just confined to her
wonderful floral arrangements,
she is
expanding her range of greeting cards to
include, as she told me herself, some “of a
more sassy nature.” In addition, artwork,
both her own and that of our EBA neighbors,
Erin Okeson, (drawings), and Chris Brewer,
(photographs), is on display and for sale. In
December, the “pop-up” gifts of other local
artist will be featured. So, if you like the idea
of supporting neighborhood businesses and
finding original ideas for gifts, you should
definitely pay Beth a visit in her new location.
It is not just about flowers!

Del attended Illinois Wesleyan University on
the GI Bill. After college, Yarnell worked for a
Bloomington insurance company while
performing in semi-professional theater. He
played Abraham Lincoln at a summer theater
in a state park. Del flew to NYC with hopes
of an acting career. He played Lincoln on a
national TV live broadcast. He lost
consciousness when he hit his head on the
studio's concrete floor during a wrestling
scene. Barely recovered, he then skipped
whole passages of the debate with Douglas
and laughed during a love scene with Ann
Rutledge. Del returned to Chicago and
appears in the opening scene of Warren
Beatty's gangland film, Mickey One. Del is
beaten during a mafia interrogation. The hits
are real.

Michael Jackson
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When acting didn't pay the bills, Del taught
art and mechanical drawing for the Chicago
public schools. The principal of Waller H.S.
sent Del into the streets to mediate between
gang members, urging them back to school.
Yarnell later supervised leadership training at
29 high schools. He retired in 1989.

greet, salute, look a person in the eyes, even
go down to eye level when he said hello to a
child. He loved being around people of all
ages. He was social media before the
iphone, smart phone or computers. He was
his own social media and had many
followers.
Everybody knew Arthur:
firefighters, policemen, street people, his
church, his neighbors, and community.

Del was active in Masonry. They flew him to
lodges around the country to perform in
rituals. He was also a volunteer storyteller at
the Field Museum, appearing at the meeting
house of the Maori people. Yarnell traveled
to Tahiti to learn more about them.

He loved his job and would always carry and
listen to his scanner for where and when the
fire truck and the ambulance would go, and
when they came back to the firehouse.
He told the story of once when his company
was called to a fire, it was very cold – below
zero weather. He and his firefighters were
holding their freezing hands on the truck, the
fire hoses and their axes. He said to them,
“Don’t worry boys, we’ll get warmer when we
get inside the fire!”

Building residents recall Del as Abe Lincoln
reciting the Gettysburg Address at our
Veterans Day ceremony. His friendly voice
and expansive smile will be missed.
Larry Lesperance
	
  

SOMEONE	
  YOU	
  SHOULD	
  KNOW	
  
	
  

After he retired he used to have a remote
control fire truck toy. He would bring his toy
down to the lobby in the hall next to the
dentist and library. He would play with it like
a young child who wanted to show and share
his toy with another child.
May God bless Chief Hausman, all
firefighters, all men and women in law
enforcement, and all neighbors and friends.
Sam Abdullah

CARE FOR REAL

	
  

Care for Real's Annual Toy Distribution will
take place Tuesday, December 22. They are
seeking contributions to help ensure every
child has a good holiday. Items for the little
ones are always appreciated. However, the
teens and tweens are often overlooked. Gift
cards and gift certificates are needed the
most! Last year, as a result of the
community's support, CFR was able to help
more than 800 kids in need.

	
  

Fire Chief Arthur J. Hausman, Jr.
1933 – 2015
The Chief was a foot soldier, a general on
the front line, a firefighter, and a one of a
kind human being. He would always meet,

Eleanor Odden
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MEET	
  YOUR	
  BOARD	
  OF	
  DIRECTORS	
  

remedy that situation. Once the file is
complete, and if the prospective shareholder
meets EBAC requirements, an appointment
to meet with prospective shareholder is set.

MARY	
  SOLT	
  
CHAIR,	
  SCREENING	
  COMMITTEE	
  

At this meeting we go over the files with the
shareholder, and ask for any clarification
needed. We inquire as to their reasons for
wanting to live at the EBA (mainly for
marketing purposes), go over the EBA rules
and regulations, and discuss various
subjects such as rental, visitor and guest
rules and restrictions, the various amenities
of the building, parking fees and wait list, and
find out if they have any questions for us.
The conversation often lasts for an hour or
more. In my experience this interview has
been very positive. Prospective shareholders
are almost always enthusiastic about moving
into the EBA. It’s a privilege to meet and get
acquainted with them before they actually do
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  so.
	
  	
  	
  	
  
Mary Solt

In my opinion, serving on the Screening
Committee is one of the most enjoyable and
rewarding “jobs” of the EBAC Board. As
stated in the Committee Charter, the
Screening Committee is responsible for
providing oversight and leadership for the
EBAC’s
screening
process,
policies,
priorities and objectives. Briefly put, the
Screening Committee is responsible for
determining that prospective shareholders
are qualified to purchase shares in the
Corporation. Each Board Member is a de
facto member of the Committee.

CATCH	
  THE	
  GREEN	
  LINE!	
  
Have you ever imagined
sitting on your old toothbrush in a park? Now
you can! Start by disposing it (along with old
toothpaste tubes with lids still on, and dental
floss containers) in the basement recycling
bin marked “Oral Care”. All brands are
acceptable. Those cavity-fighting weapons
will be recycled into benches, bags, bins,
bike racks--perhaps even bikes themselves
in the future!

The process begins when Robin informs me
that a prospective shareholder would like to
schedule a screening. Two members of the
Committee then go over the folder,
assembled by Robin, containing all of the
applicant’s documentation, including a
completed,
signed
residential
loan
application; a signed purchase agreement,;
tax returns and other relevant financial
information; a background and credit check;
and letters of recommendation. This process
is thorough and usually takes at least an
hour to complete. If any items are missing,
Robin contacts the relevant parties to

Nineteen pounds! That is the sheer mass of
unwanted pills and liquid medications
collected by the Green Committee in
October. Thanks to EBA shareholder efforts
all that medicine will be disposed of in
environmentally safe ways. Our next inhouse collection will be in April. If you want
to dispose of something before then, police
stations house a receptacle for their disposal
at any time–just keep them in their container.
Marilyn Halperin
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MEET	
  YOUR	
  BOARD	
  MEMBER	
  

process to make this all happen is in place,
but it is not quick. And these engineering
firms apply the logic of 'measure twice, cut
once' to everything they do, but we thank
them for that...

DAVE	
  DUFTY	
  
CHAIR,	
  INFRASTRUCTURE	
  COMMITTEE	
  

The reality of buildings is like a line from the
movie
Moonstruck----"Everything
is
temporary!" Edgewater Beach Apartments
just turned 87 years old. As with anything
that age, there is continual maintenance and
updates required, all of which will do nothing
but add value to our building, our shares,
and help EBA become an even greater place
to call home.
Dave Dufty

MEET	
  EDWARD	
  ADDO	
  AND	
  
FERNANDO	
  FERNANDEZ	
  
	
  
EDWARD	
  ADDO	
  HAS	
  BEEN	
  HERE	
  
NINE	
  MONTHS	
  
	
  

By definition, EBAC Infrastructure is the
systems and structure that make up our
beautiful pink building.
The EBAC
Infrastructure Committee is in place to help
support the management of these systems
and structure, through review, evaluation,
recommendation,
and
monitoring
the
progress of EBAC's Infrastructure projects
against major milestones and budgets.
At the end of 2014, under EBA President Bill
Johnson's watch, Structure Evaluation
Engineers, Inc. (SEE) were contracted to
assess our building. They provided a report
that identified areas of concern and
recommended
corrective
improvements
through time.
Based on the comprehensive information in
this SEE report, we have engaged two topnotch
engineering
firms
to
create
specifications and help coordinate contractor
bidding to address the highest priority items,
these being plumbing updates and building
safety/structure.
Over the next few months you will begin to
see activity as the work commences. The

Edward Sackey Addo is our newest
addition to the EBA security staff. A friend
suggested that he apply, and he was hired
on Feb. 2, 2015. Most days you’ll find him at
the front desk or front door from 3-11 p.m.
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Edward was born and raised in Ghana, and
came to the US in 2003. He served in the
Ghanaian army for 12 years and 9 years of
that on the security detail for the president,
Jerry John Rawlings. He enjoyed working
for Rawlings, and only came to the U.S. after
Rawlings left office. Rawlings twice
overthrew the government in Ghana and was
elected as president in 1982 and 1991.
According to Brittanica.com “his second
period of rule afforded Ghana stability and
competent
economic
management.”
Rawlings currently serves as the African
Union envoy to Somalia. Though Rawlings
has been out of office since 2001, Edward
told me that people still wish he were in
power now. He told me that some leaders in
Ghana are corrupt, and there is no respect
for the current government.

give him good advice. And, he enjoys
working with the other EBA employees.
Edward is the cook at home. He likes to do
BBQ and mostly makes Ghanian food like
fufu and banku. Fufu is a staple food of
many countries in Africa and the Caribbean.
It is considered a national dish in Ghana. It
is made with flour made from the cassava
plant and is served alongside soup (often
groundnut soup). You make a small ball of
the fufu with your fingers and dip it into the
soup or sauces. Banku is another Ghanian
dish cooked by a proportionate mixture of
fermented corn and cassava. It is served
with soup or with a pepper sauce and fish.
Free time is spent at home with his family
and watching TV and movies. Perhaps
someday Edward would like to create a
business sending used articles to Africa.

Ghana was the first sub Saharan African
country to gain independence. Today it is
one of the most prosperous in Africa and has
a rich cultural diversity. Edward belongs to
the Ga-Adangbe tribe that has about 2
million members, many of whom live in the
Greater Accra area of Ghana. They are of
mostly mixed religions, Muslims, Christians
and traditionalists.

Welcome Edward to EBA!

FERNANDO	
  FERNANDEZ	
  HAS	
  BEEN	
  
HERE	
  33	
  YEARS!	
  

For his first few years in the U.S., Edward
lived in Chicago, and then relocated to
Wisconsin to work as a radiology assistant.
In 2008 he returned to Ghana to bring his
daughters back to Chicago. Many of
Edward’s 14 siblings also live in Chicago and
elsewhere in the U.S. His three daughters
like it here so much that they have refused
his offer to take them back to Ghana for a
visit. All of Edward’s daughters are good
students. The oldest is 23 years old and is
studying to be a pharmacist with plans to go
on for a medical degree. The second
daughter is in high school and the youngest
is in elementary school.
Edward is happy working at EBA. EBA has a
wonderful story of almost 100 years, and he
likes learning more about its history. He
especially appreciates being with EBA’s
many senior citizens. Some talk to him and

Fernando Fernandez has been working
mainly night security at EBA for 33 years.
Unless you are a night owl, you may never
have met him. “Sometimes it’s pretty quiet”
says Fernando, “but not always.” Fernando
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is most proud of having caught a burglar in
the building. The burglar had scaled the east
gate fence, barbed wire and all, shimmied up
a tree and let himself in to a second floor
apartment. The woman in the apartment
was screaming when she called security so
Fernando went to the pool terrace to see if
he could catch him. Meantime, Fernando’s
partner was so traumatized he couldn’t even
set off the burglar alarm. Finally he did set it
off, but by that time Fernando had caught the
burglar after he had escaped from a second
apartment.
The police recovered some
jewelry and other items. Fernando ended
up with some cuts, etc. but luckily the burglar
did not get to use the dagger he had in his
pocket.
The EBA Board commended
Fernando and gave him a small reward.

would be retiring any time soon, Fernando
said his children have each invited him to
come live with them. However, as Fernando
sees it, “when you retire, you retire forever.”
“Something is always happening and
changing at EBA” observes Fernando, and
he certainly knows the building well.
I
learned that each night one of the men on
the shift does a complete check of the
building. They must walk the halls from the
basement to the 19th floor, checking to see
all is well. They report burned out lights or
other issues. This process takes at least two
and sometimes three hours. I guess that’s
what keeps Fernando young.
Next time you have a late evening, stop and
say hello to Fernando!

Fernando was born in the Philippines and
worked in the police department there for 20
years, advancing
from patrolman to
detective. His parents’ dream was to go to
the U.S. So in 1981 he, and his parents, and
his family came to Chicago.
Fernando
started working at EBA on April 9, 1982.
This was his first job in the U.S., and he’s
been here ever since. For five years he also
worked as a store detective at the old
Goldblatts store. Fernando says he caught a
number of thieves and had to appear as a
witness in court at least once a month.

Paula Baron

	
  

Fernando is married and has six children,
five boys and one girl. His youngest son
served in the navy in Iraq. He thinks he has
eight grandchildren, but wasn’t totally sure of
the count. Fernando’s wife lives in the
Philippines with a son who is a “special
child.” He feels he can be taken care of
better in the Philippines. He usually visits
once a year, but has not been able to go for
a few years because he only has two weeks’
vacation. The flight to the Philippines is at
least 18 hours so most of his vacation would
be eaten up in just travelling.

	
  

Newsletter Committee.
Karen Clausen, Editor;
Kathy Anderson, Paula Baron, Bill Harmon,
Rosemarie Craig, Marilyn Halperin, Michael
Jackson, Larry Lesperance, Eleanor Odden,
Dan Stanzel

In his free time Fernando likes to listen to
music. His favorites are the golden oldies,
Nat King Cole, Perry Como, Frank Sinatra
and Patty Paige. When I asked him if he
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